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Abstract

A major detrimental effect of fog is visibility limitation which can result in serious trans-
portation accidents, traffic delays and therefore economic damage. Existing monitoring
techniques including satellites, transmissometers and human observers – suffer from
low spatial resolution, high cost or lack of precision when measuring near ground level.5

Here we show a novel technique for fog monitoring using wireless communication sys-
tems. Communication networks widely deploy commercial microwave links across the
terrain at ground level. Operating at frequencies of tens of GHz they are affected by
fog and are, effectively, an existing, spatially world-wide distributed sensor network that
can provide crucial information about fog concentration and visibility. Fog monitoring10

potential is demonstrated for a heavy fog event that took place in Israel. The correla-
tion between transmissomters and human eye observations to the visibility estimates
from the nearby microwave links was found to be 0.53 and 0.61, respectively. These
values indicate the high potential of the proposed method.

1 Introduction15

Fog is defined as water droplets suspended in the atmosphere, near the surface of
earth that reduce visibility to less than 1 km (AMS, 2000). The impact of fog on human
beings and on the environment is considerable. Fog harvesting, for instance, can pro-
duce fresh water for gardening, afforestation and even potable water that may have
a significant contribution particularly in water scarce regions (Oliver, 2004; Klemm20

et al., 2012). Moreover, in forest ecosystems, fog takes a cardinal part in the water
balance of these natural environments (e.g. Dawson, 1998; Wrzesinsky and Klemm,
2000). On the other hand, air pollutants that exist in the atmosphere can interact and
dissolve in the condensed water droplets creating smog (a portmanteau of smoke
and fog) that may harm human health, adversely affect plants and damage structures25

(e.g. Wichmann et al., 1989; An et al., 2008). Information concerning the Liquid Water
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Content (LWC) of fog makes it possible to define the concentration of air pollutants
through analysis of fog droplet samples (e.g. Tago et al., 2006). However, the cen-
tral negative effect attributed to fog, is reduced visibility that can lead to heavy financial
damages, grave accidents and loss of life (Croft et al., 1995; Pagowski et al., 2004). The
total economic impact of the presence of fog on aviation, marine and land transporta-5

tion can reasonably be compared to the impact of tornadoes or, in some cases, even
those of hurricanes (Gultepe et al., 2007). Furthermore, it has been recently shown that
while the number of road accidents due to rain has declined considerably, the totals in
foggy conditions have not changed significantly (Pisano et al., 2008).

Despite the importance of fog observation, current monitoring instruments are often10

insufficient (e.g. Pagowski et al., 2004), as they are not wide spread, costly to imple-
ment and require special installation procedures. Predominant techniques for detec-
tion of fog and measuring visibility include: trained human observers, transmissome-
ters, satellites and instruments that measure the scatter coefficient. A trained human
observer assesses visibility by the appearance or occlusion of objects at known dis-15

tances from the observer’s present location. However, this assessment is a subjective
judgment by a particular observer, one observer’s estimation might disagree with an-
other’s when assessing the same visibility conditions. One of the most common in-
struments for measuring the light extinction coefficient is the transmissometer (WMO,
2008). This instrument measures the mean light extinction coefficient in a horizontal20

cylinder of air between a transmitter and a receiver that can be located from a few
meters to several hundreds of meters apart. The transmitter emits a modulated flux of
light with constant mean power. The receiving unit contains a photodetector to mea-
sure the light falling on it. Although this device is considered very accurate, its costs
are extremely high. An additional technique includes instruments measuring the scatter25

coefficient. Both scattering and absorption contribute to the atmospheric attenuation of
light. The main contributor to reduced visibility is the scatter phenomena created by
the water droplets, while the absorption factor is, in general, negligible. This being the
case, measuring the scatter coefficient may be considered as equal to measuring the
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extinction coefficient. By concentrating a beam of light on a small volume of air, the
proportion of light being scattered in sufficiently large angles and in non-critical di-
rections can be determined through photometric means (WMO, 2008). However, this
technique only allows for a small sample volume to be measured. As a result, the
visibility representativeness obtained is poor. Satellites have the advantage of provid-5

ing large spatial coverage. Nevertheless, in some cases, they struggle to supply fog
detections at ground level. High or middle altitude clouds along the line of sight be-
tween the ground and the system may obscure ground level fog. It is also difficult to
differentiate, using this technique, whether the observation reflects actual fog, or low
stratus clouds, found at higher levels off the surface. In order to improve the fog de-10

tection algorithms additional spectral channels are needed (Ellrod and Gultepe, 2007).
Some instruments were designed to provide measurements of the fog LWC (Gerber,
1984; Arends et al., 1992; Emert, 2001; Schwarzenboeck et al., 2009). While all are
spatially limited, commonly used tools include the Particle Volume Monitor (PVM), For-
ward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) and hot-wire probes. The PVM is based15

on the principle of forward scattering of light and supplies information concerning the
LWC and total particle surface area. The FSSP is designed to provide measurements
of the droplet size distribution and based on this information the LWC can be derived.
Hot-wire probes, mostly used on aircrafts, measure LWC by monitoring the energy re-
quired to evaporate collected fog-droplets using inertial impaction and interception on20

a heated cylinder.
At frequencies of tens of GHz, various atmospheric hydrometeors: precipitation, wa-

ter vapor, sleet, mist and fog affect microwave beams, causing perturbations to radio
signals (Rec. ITU-R P.838-2, 2004; Rec. ITU-R P.676-6, 2005; Rec. ITU-R P.840-4,
2009). Thus, wireless communication networks can be considered to be built in envi-25

ronmental monitoring facilities, as was first demonstrated for rainfall observations by
Messer et al. (2006). Typically, the Microwave Links (MLs) utilized in these networks
are installed at heights of a few tens of meters off the surface, they are widely spread
across the terrain and provide continuous measurements at high temporal resolution.
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Finally, the implementation costs are minimal since the requested data are standard
data collected and logged routinely by the communication providers. However, most
of the work done in this field of research till today was focused on the ability to mon-
itor rainfall (e.g. Leijnse, 2007; Goldshtein et al., 2009; Zinevich et al., 2008, 2009,
2010; Rayitsfeld et al., 2011). In this paper we present a novel method for fog monitor-5

ing based on existing Received Signal Level (RSL) measurements taken by a cellular
communication network.

2 Methodology

Fog is one of the several atmospheric phenomena that affect MLs, causing an addi-
tional signal loss to the microwave electromagnetic beams with respect to that created10

during non-foggy periods.
Two fundamental stages in fog monitoring using measurements from wireless com-

munications networks are distinguished here: identification of the fog phenomenon us-
ing additional side information as reference data, and the estimation of its degree.
As our primary aim is to prove the feasibility of our proposed methodology, the tech-15

nique was restricted to situations where other hydrometeors (rainfall, sleet, snow) were
nonexistent along the propagation path.

2.1 Fog identification

The goal of this stage is to allow for the identification of fog, and distinguishing the
existence of this phenomenon from situations when it is not present using additional20

standard meteorological instruments (temperature, humidity and rain gauges).
A simplified model describing the attenuation of the microwave wireless signal, γ,

as a result of the different atmospheric hydrometeors, can be described as follows
(Zinevich et al., 2010):

γ = Ap +Av +Af +Aw +qn +noise (dBkm−1) (1)25
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where:
Ap – attenuation as a result of other-than-fog precipitation (rain, sleet, snow)
Av – water vapor attenuation
Af – fog induced attenuation
Aw – wet antenna attenuation5

qn – system quantization noise
Noise-All other signal perturbations, e.g. which created as a result of scintillation ef-
fects, ducting or winds that may oscillate the microwave units (Leijnse, 2007).

In this study we assume that Ap = 0. This assumption is validated using nearby stan-
dard measurements of rain gauges and temperature meters (Fig. 1b).10

In a typical cellular backhaul network, microwave links at different lengths and direc-
tion exist at an area of a size similar to a typical fog filed, e.g. of the order of several km2

(Pagowski et al., 2004). The availability of diverse RSL measurements enables us to
identify the Aw component. Because of the high level of humidity during fog, a thin layer
of water may accumulate on the outside covers of the microwave antenna and may cre-15

ate additional attenuation to the received signal, beyond that caused by the fog in the
atmospheric path. In order to estimate the amount of this attenuation, Aw, and if it did
in fact occur, we make use of measurements over particularly short MLs (preferably
of up to a few hundreds of meters long) that are located near longer links, since the
effect of fog, even a heavy one, as well as of water vapor on the signal attenuation20

at such short ranges is much smaller comparing to the attenuation created in longer
MLs of several km in lengths (Rec. ITU-R P.676-6, 2005; Rec. ITU-R P.840-4., 2009).
This being the case, any additional attenuation, if detected, can be directly attributed
to the layer of water on the antennas, its value measured, and that value can be used
to adjust the measurements on the longer links.25

In order to identify the specific attenuation created as a result of the fog itself, we set
a baseline, zero RSL value separately for each link. Since the density of water vapor in
the atmosphere affects MLs (Rec. ITU-R P.676-6, 2005; David et al., 2009, 2011) and
since humidity is particularly high during fog, the zero level is chosen by selecting the
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median value from RSL measurements taken over a period of several hours, during
which the relative humidity in the area, as measured by the meteorological stations at
the site, is around 90 %. By this selection of the base line, the water vapor effect, Av, is
minimized and is assumed to be zero.

Thus, fog is identified as being present when the measured RSL value crosses the5

predefined threshold during times of high relative humidity (of the order of 90 % and
more), while the additional attenuation is observed simultaneously by the numerous
areal MLs.

2.2 Visibility estimation

After detection of the existence of fog, the average amount of LWC per unit of volume10

in the fog was calculated, from which the range of visibility was estimated.

2.2.1 Liquid water content estimation

The relation between the fog induced attenuation and the total water content per unit
volume is given by ITU-R (P.840-4):

A =Φ ·LWC (dBkm−1) (2)15

where A is the attenuation of the microwave signal in (dBkm−1), Φ is a frequency
and temperature dependent coefficient, and LWC is the liquid water content (gm−3).
A mathematical model based on Rayleigh approximation (fog drops are generally less
than 0.01 cm, small with respect to centimeter microwaves) is used for the calculation
of Φ, for frequencies of up to 200 GHz (ITU-R P.840-4, 2009):20

Φ =
0.819f

ε′′(1+β2)
(dBkm−1)/(gm−3) (3)

with f being the link frequency (GHz), while:

β =
2+ε′

ε′′ . (4)
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The complete expression of the complex dielectric permittivity of water ε(f ) = ε′(f ,T )+
iε′′(f ,T ), is detailed in literature (Rec. ITU-R P.840-4, 2009).

Based on the RSL measurements, the fog induced attenuation A can be derived.
Then, given the temperature and the frequency of a ML, the parameter Φ is calculated,
and finally the LWC is obtained using Eq. (2).5

Note, however, that the deterministic relation (Eq. 2) can be transformed into:

RSLi = f (LWCi ,θ i )+noise; (dBm) (5)

where RSLi is the RSL of the i -th link and θ i is a vector of all the other, known pa-
rameters (temperature, frequency etc.) of the link. Given RSL measurements from L
links in a given fog field where all links see the same liquid water content, LWC can be10

extracted from L equations as Eq. (5) by a least squares or other estimation methods
with a better accuracy than in the case of a single link.

2.2.2 Visibility calculation

Visibility is defined as the greatest distance in a given direction at which it is possible to
see and identify a prominent black object against the sky at the horizon in the daylight,15

or the greatest distance it could be seen and recognized during night if the general
illumination were raised to the level of normal daylight (WMO, 2008).

Since LWC is highly correlated to visibility, several empirical models were developed
to estimate one quantity given the other (e.g. Tomasi and Tampieri, 1976; Pinnick et al.,
1978; Kunkel, 1984; Klemm et al., 2005; Gultepe et al., 2006; Acker et al., 2010). In20

general, these models can be expressed as follows while V signifies the visibility:

V = α ·LWC−β (km). (6)

The constants α and β are empirical and may accept different values, using different
approaches.

Conventionally used empirical values for α and β were found based on approximately25

90 h of fog droplet data by Kunkel (1984). This expression (α = 0.027, β = 0.88), which
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is one out of two relations used in this research to estimate visibility, is commonly
used for visibility estimations in many prediction models (e.g. Benjamin et al., 2004;
Terradellas and Bergot, 2007).

The microphysical structure of fog, the chemical composition of the condensation
nuclei, surface and atmospheric mixing conditions, the size distribution of the droplets5

and the droplets number concentration per unit volume, all affect the visibility-LWC re-
lation (e.g. Altshuler, 1984; Zhao and Wu, 2000; Acker et al., 2010). Thus, for a certain
constant LWC level, visibility can vary (e.g. Klemm et al., 2005).

Gultepe et al. (2006) have recently shown that taking into account an additional pa-
rameter – the droplet number concentration, ND, in addition to the LWC, in the formula10

improves the accuracy of the visibility estimations:

V =
1.002

(LWC×ND)0.6473
(km). (7)

This is the second expression used here to calculate visibility estimates.
In cases when Eq. (7) was used to estimate the visibility, the droplet number con-

centration (ND) within the fog was derived based on the temperature measurements,15

T , using the following known relation (Gultepe and Isaac, 2004):

ND = −0.071T 2 +2.213T +141.56 (cm−3). (8)

3 Results

Starting on the evening of 15 November 2010, heavy advection fog began developing
and expanding to the north along Israel’s Mediterranean coast. Fog conditions contin-20

ued through the morning hours of 16 November 2010. We focus on the central western
coastal region (Tel-Aviv city area) where several means for measuring the phenomenon
exist. In addition to these, there are 10 commercial MLs installed over four different
physical paths in the study area, as well as 10 short MLs (with lengths up to 400 m)
spread over 5 different physical paths (Fig. 1b).25
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3.1 Fog detection and visibility estimation using traditional monitoring
techniques

The satellite image shows (Fig. 1a) the wide area affected during this fog event, as
well as the discussed site which is detailed in the map (Fig. 1b) adjacent to the image.
According to the measurements of the two ground stations in the area (Fig. 1b), the5

relative humidity registered between 18:00 and 08:00 UTC of the following morning
varied between 88 % and 99 %, with a temperature range of 17–24 ◦C. No precipitation,
sleet or snow were measured during this time frame.

Figure 2 illustrates one limitation of the satellite system in providing indication for the
fog event due to middle and high altitude cloud cover that obstructs the satellite line10

of sight to the ground, essentially partly hiding the ground level fog from the satellite’s
vantage point.

Figure 3a shows the visibility results registered by the professional human observer
located at Beit Dagan surface station (Fig. 1b) who detected fog between 22:00 and
07:00 UTC.15

The graphs described in Fig. 3b are based on Runaway Visual Range (RVR) mea-
surements (AMS, 2000) of three transmissometers located at the Ben Gurion airport.
According to these instruments, between 21:35 and 07:20 UTC of 15–16 November
2010, at least one of the three devices detected fog.

3.2 Fog identification utilizing MLs20

Starting from between 18:45 and 19:30 h UTC the RSL which were measured by the
MLs located along L1, L2 and L4 paths (Fig. 1b) started to drop beneath the predefined
reference RSL. Figure 4 presents the RSL measurements of the links between 15:00 h
of 15 November to 10:00 h UTC of 16 November.

In order to test the possibility of additional attenuation that may result from a possi-25

ble condensation on the antenna, we studied the RSL measurements of 10 very short
links (of up to 400 m in length). These MLs are installed at elevations of 11–31 m above
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ground (between 4 to 30 m a.b.l.) and operate in frequencies of 22–23, 25–26 and
37–39 GHz. The RSLs measured between 15:00 to 10:00 of 15–16 November, respec-
tively, fluctuated around the same constant value to within the system’s quantizing error.
Consequently, we assumed that in this case, even if condensation on the antenna did
occur, the possible resulting signal loss was lower than the system quantization error,5

hence no additional attenuation was taken into account as a result of this possibility.
Table 1 details the attenuation range as measured using the various MLs located

along L1 to L4 propagation paths.
Fog was detected as being present between 18:45 and 05:30 UTC of the 15–16

November night, based on the excess attenuation measurements of the longer MLs10

combined with the high relative humidity measured in the area while the existence of
other precipitation phenomena was ruled out.

The results presented in Table 1 point out that the signal attenuation over a con-
stant distance is, in general, greater the higher the operating frequency of the ML.
This observation is expected during fog episodes as the radio beam is more strongly15

attenuated by the fog droplets at higher frequencies (Rec. ITU-R P.840-4, 2009). Ad-
ditionally, the signal loss at a constant frequency is increased with link length which is
also expected, since the wave traverses a greater span of fog.

The microwave system we used for measuring the fog provides minimum and max-
imum RSL data every 15 min, of which we used the maximum measurements to pro-20

duce the minimal attenuation measures. This is justified by the slow change over time
of fog that was present in the area from the early night hours until the following morn-
ing, a common occurrence when heavy fog is created (e.g. Kunkel, 1984; Gultepe et al.,
2006) with respect to the relatively high sampling rate of the system – 15 min (thus, the
minimum RSL measurements actually document more instant phenomena than the25

maximum RSL measurements do).
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3.3 Visibility estimation using MLs

Using the procedure described in the methodology section, LWC values were calcu-
lated for each of the links first. The attenuation measurements were attributed to fog
only when these were registered by all links operating across the same atmospheric
path during the same 15 min time interval. Note that over each path there are either5

two or four operating links, consequently, 2–4 measurements are made for each track
(every 15 min). Thus, 2–4 values of LWC exist for each path. Of these, we chose the
minimal value in each case. The reasoning for this choice was based on the assump-
tion that if slightly different values were measured, the attenuation values from which
these were calculated may include other sources in addition to that caused by the fog.10

Thus, we chose the measurement that provided the lowest value under the assumption
that it also minimized any additional interference.

The LWC values calculated varied between 0.7 and 2.8 grm−3. Two specific mea-
surements of the ML located along L1 path, representing both 15 min time intervals,
were of 2.8 grm3.15

Figure 5 presents the estimated visibility results derived from the LWC measure-
ments based on the empirical relations found by Kunkel (1984) and by Gultepe
et al. (2006), respectively. Each of the four graphs depicted in Fig. 5a and b presents
visibility measurements over one of the four propagation paths (L1–L4).

Next, we compare the measurements which were taken by the human observer and20

by the transmissometers to those taken by the microwave system. The comparison
was based on measurements which were acquired during a 24 h period between 15 to
16 November 2010 (from 10:00 to 10:00 UTC of the following day). The comparison
was made while the measurements derived from all MLs were compared to those of
the observer and trassmisometers. The minimal visibility measurement of all MLs was25

chosen during each time interval when fog was observed over at least one propaga-
tion path. The once per hour observations, made by the observer, were compared to
the microwave measurements while the MLs measurements taken into account where
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those obtained during two 15 min intervals, before and right after a round hour, i.e. the
minimal measurement, during the 30 min interval, was chosen each time. The correla-
tion coefficient between the human eye visibility observations to those of the proposed
method was found to be 0.61 based on 25 data points which were obtained using each
of the two techniques. An additional comparison was made while, this time, measure-5

ments derived from the three transmissometers were compared to those of the MLs.
The minimal RVR measurement of all three transmissometers was chosen during each
15 min and then compared to the minimal visibility measurement which was acquired
by all MLs during the same time frame. This being the case the correlation between
the observations was found to be 0.53, based on 99 data points.10

4 Sensitivity

The various MLs available are typified by different abilities to monitor fog based on
their length, operating frequency and magnitude resolution of each specific link. The
threshold LWC values that can be observed by different typical MLs are detailed in
Table 2.15

In terms of visibility, based on the model of Gultepe et al. (2006), at 15 ◦C, these
threshold values point out that common microwave systems have the potential to sense
visibilities ranging from below 480 m down to below 15 m for LWCs of 0.02 and 4 grm−3,
respectively, depending on the specific properties of the ML.

5 Uncertainties20

Some disparities between the different techniques of measuring fog are expected.
These are caused due to both technical and environmental factors. The difference in
location and altitude level between the measurement sites may introduce some vari-
ances due to variations in the fog concentrations and its microstructure properties with
space (e.g. Pinnick et al., 1978; Kunkel, 1984). In addition, signal variations which25
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may be created as a result of scintillation or ducting may also interfere with the abil-
ity to conduct accurate measurements (Zinevich et al., 2010). Winds that may cause
mechanical oscillations to the microwave units installed on the masts can also cause
signal perturbations (Leijnse, 2007).

The predominant source of error of the LWC, as calculated here based on the ITU-R5

P.840-4 (2009) model, is that of the attenuation. The microwave system that was used
here for the fog measurements has a quantizing error of 1dB per link. As a result, there
is uncertainty in the measurement of the LWC and visibility. For a given frequency,
we note that the longer the link is, the error per unit of distance is smaller, and vice
versa. We approximated the error in measuring the LWC, and respectively the error in10

the resulting visibility according to the systems measuring resolution and according to
each length and frequency of each ML. The error due to the measurement error of the
temperature gauge (of 0.1 ◦C) is negligible with respect to the quantization error when
using this model. The differences between the visibility uncertainties calculated based
on the two different visibility estimation models (of Kunkel, 1984 and Gultepe et al.,15

2006) were found to be less than 3 m. Thus, the visibility uncertainties presented here
(derived based on Eq. 6), are valid for both expressions.

The LWC and visibility are inversely related to each other (Eqs. 6 and 7). As a result,
the higher the LWC measured the smaller the uncertainty in estimating the visibility,
and vice versa:20

∆V =
αβ ·∆LWC

(LWC)β+1
(km). (9)

∆LWC and ∆V are the uncertainties in measuring the LWC and visibility, respectively.
For a 1.7 km link operating in the 38 GHz range (L2, L4 MLs), the error in measuring

the LWC is 0.8 grm−3. In this case, the error in approximating visibility is between 30
to 5 m for LWC of 0.8 and 2.4 grm−3, respectively. For a link operating in the 19 GHz25

range, over a distance of 8.5 km (L1), the error in measuring LWC was found to be
0.6 grm−3. The error in visibility measurement in this case is between 35 down to 5 m
for LWC of 0.6 and 2.4, respectively. In the case of the 4 MLs operating along L3
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path, at a frequency of 18 GHz, the uncertainty in measuring the LWC is 1.2 grm−3.
The resulting visibility uncertainty is of 20 down to 5 m for LWC of 1.2 and 2.5 grm−3,
respectively.

Additional disparities may be introduced due to the uncertainties of the visibility esti-
mation models. Gultepe et al. (2006) have shown that the uncertainty in measuring the5

visibility using their improved parameterization formula (based on both LWC and ND)
is about 29 % while the Kunkel (1984) formula (developed using only the LWC) may
over/underestimate the visibility in an extent that can reach ∼ 50% and more in some
cases, depending on the conditions of the environment.

6 Discussion10

The challenges in fog monitoring using commercial MLs are basically due to the fact
that measurements are optimized for communication quality of service, and not for
meteorological observations, so factors as the links’ frequency, temporal resolution or
quantization of the measurements are given. The opportunities come, on the other
hand, from the availability of many links. These are widely spread across the terrain at15

relatively high densities and different lengths/heights, observing the atmospheric phe-
nomenon simultaneously at various frequencies. Our results show that these systems
have a potential for fog monitoring, especially in cases of heavy fog that creates severe
visibility limitations particularly as it drops to the tens of meters range.

The links visibility estimates fit well those of other, existing techniques. The LWC20

within fogs typically ranges between 0.01 to 0.4 grm−3 (Gultepe et al., 2007). In cases
of dense fog, however, it can reach the order of 2 grm−3 (Ishimaru, 1997; Zhao and Wu,
2000). Generally, the LWC measured using the proposed technique matches well the
range of values reported in the literature; two specific measurements out of all reached
somewhat a higher value of 2.8 grm−3.In addition, the MLs visibility measurements of25

several tens of meters were in the range of the human eye assessments which even
dropped to near zero between 22:00 to 01:00 of 15–16 November. It should be noted
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that the MLs visibility measurements should be ideally compared to the Meteorological
Optical Range (MOR) measurements (WMO, 2008) derived from the transmissome-
ters. However, these data were not available during this case and the MLs measure-
ments were correlated with the RVR readings.

The differences between the values measured by the different methods are expected,5

and result from several factors as follows. The microwave system detected fog at an
earlier time, i.e. starting at 18:45 to 19:30, depending on the different MLs, with respect
to the transmissometers or the human observer which started measuring fog only at
21:35 and 22:00, respectively. The reason may be, first, that the microwave system is
more widely deployed across the monitored region and as a result can capture more10

effectively this atmospheric phenomenon. Moreover, the MLs are typically installed at
a higher elevation compared to the other measurement methods. The links are installed
on towers at elevations of 7–60 m a.g.l., while human observers and transmissometers
are located closer to the ground at 10 and 2.5 m of elevation, respectively. It has been
shown that with the increase in elevation, fog concentration can significantly increase in15

some cases even at an order of magnitude with respect to the near-ground concentra-
tion (e.g. Pinnick et al., 1978; Kunkel, 1984). It is therefore expected, that visibility has
lowered with increasing height and that fog was created at the altitude of the MLs first.
Furthermore, the links are found closer to the sea-shore with respect to the locations
of the other visibility measurement techniques. This sea proximity may enhance the20

possibility of fog creation not only because humidity is higher near sea shore, but also
since salt aerosols may act as condensation nuclei to form fog droplets during times of
high relative humidity (Zhuang et al., 1999).The baseline signal variations and errors
(Zinevich et al., 2010) as well as the microphysical properties of fog (Zhao and Wu,
2000; Gultepe et al., 2006) may further contribute to the discrepancies.25

In practice, the microwave system used here cannot detect light fogs- when the vis-
ibility is larger than the order of a few hundreds of meters due to the relatively coarse
resolution of 1 dB per ML. Therefore, as can be seen in Fig. 5, only when the visibility
was poor enough, i.e. dropped to the order of a few tens of meters, it was observed
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by the system. However, systems with higher measurement resolution exist, e.g. with
a quantization error of 0.1 dB per link (Zinevich et al., 2010), and also MLs that operate
at higher frequencies, e.g. around 60 GHz. It is therefore expected that using higher
resolution measurement systems to monitor the phenomenon will improve the mea-
surements and the ability to track lighter fogs as described in the sensitivity section.5

This is particularly so when numerous MLs are used simultaneously over the same
area covered by the fog.

Beyond the positive benefits of fog as illustrated in the introduction, this phenomenon
poses a danger, particularly in cases of heavy fog that leads to disruptions and acci-
dents in different transportation mediums, and yet the current measurement methods10

are still very limited. Microwave links, forming the infrastructure of cellular communi-
cation networks, are widely deployed and exist in most places around the globe. Use
of the proposed method does not require additional expenses or installation of spe-
cial equipment beyond standard meteorological measurements. On the other hand,
application of the proposed technique can contribute to the better understanding of fog15

related processes, as well as to the development of parameterizations for numerical
weather prediction models. Furthermore, the potential of the system for monitoring the
phenomenon and providing real time warning of it is great.
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Table 1. The fog induced attenuation measured by the 10 longer MLs located in the study area.
The hours presented in this table denote the time of first detection of fog along each path.

Propagation Fog detection Number Length Frequency Attenuation Average attenuation
path hour (UTC) of MLs (km) range (GHz) (dB) per km (dBkm−1)

L1 19:30 2 8.5 18–19 1–4 0.1–0.5
L2 18:45 2 1.7 38–39 1–3 0.6–1.8
L3 01:30 4 4.7 19–20 1 0.2
L4 19:00 2 1.7 38–39 1–3 0.6–1.8
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Table 2. The minimal values of LWC which can be measured by a typical ML given its length,
frequency and magnitude resolution. The calculations were made for a temperature of 15 ◦C.

Magnitude Frequency Typical length Threshold value
resolution (dB) (GHz) range (km) of LWC (grm−3)

0.1 20 1–20 0.42–0.02
1 20 1–20 4.2–0.21
0.1 40 1–5 0.11–0.02
1 40 1–5 1.1–0.22
0.1 60 1–2 0.05–0.03
1 60 1–2 0.52–0.26
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Fig. 1. The study area. (a) The image was taken by the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)
satellite on 16 November 2010, 02:00 h UTC. The fog is indicated in white covers the area
of Sinai (Egypt) located south/southwest to the study area signified by the red-square, and
continues along the western coast of Israel to the center of it. (b) The 20 MLs spread over nine
physical paths. The longer 10 MLs are spread over 4 physical paths of 1.7 to 8.5 km (marked as
lines L4 to L1, respectively). The locations of the additional 10 short MLs (up to 400 m, spread
over 5 physical paths), are indicated by Xs. The links are found at heights of 7 to 31 m a.s.l.
and are installed on towers at an altitude of between 7 and 60 m a.g.l. The Ben Gurion airport,
where 3 transmissometers are located, is marked by the triangle. The two Israel Meteorological
Service (IMS) surface stations are indicated by asterisks. The human observer is located at
Beit Dagan station.
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Fig. 2. Satellite image (MSG). The image was taken at 22:00 UTC on the 15 November 2010.
The middle and high level cloud cover, indicated in red colors (denoted by white arrow in the
figure) partly obscure the fog.
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Fig. 3. Visibility and RVR measurements. The observations were taken between 15 November
to 16 November 2010, between 10:00 to 10:00 UTC of the following day. (a) Visibility assess-
ments as registered by the human observer at the Beit Dagan meteorological station found
at an elevation of 31 m a.s.l. Observations were taken once an hour from a building at an al-
titude of about 10 m a.g.l. (It should be noted, though, that WMO regulations (WMO, 2008)
require human visibility estimations to be performed from near-surface (1.5 m) level). (b) RVR
measurements taken by the three transmissometers deployed at the airport over three different
physical paths of lengths of 50 m each. All transmission and reception units are at an elevation
of 2.5 m a.g.l., at 41 m a.s.l.
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Fig. 4. MLs measurements. The maximum RSL measurements taken every 15 min by the 10
links installed at the study area along L1 to L4 propagation paths. Each of the two curves that
appear on each graph describes the measurements of each of the two different links over the
same physical path. The system’s quantization error is 1 dB per each ML. The links located in
the left column operate in the frequency range between 18–20 GHz, whereas those on the right
column operate between 38–39 GHz. Increased attenuations, which were attributed to fog, can
be seen in links L1, L2, L4 measurements between 18:45 to 05:30. The attenuations observed
by the four MLs located over L3 path were ascribed to fog only between 01:30 to 01:45 when
these were recorded at all L3 MLs during this time frame.
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Fig. 5. Visibility estimations. The measurements were acquired between 15:00 to 10:00 UTC
of 15 to 16 November, respectively. Time intervals when the measured RSL did not cross
the predefined zero level were defined as “non fog” periods. (a) Visibility estimations based
on the MLs measurements as derived using the LWC-visibility relation of Kunkel (1984). The
results range between 10 and 40 m. The time interval when fog was measured using the novel
technique is denoted by the arrows. (b) Visibility estimations based on the MLs measurements
calculated using the formula derived by Gultepe et al. (2006). The results range between 20 to
50 m.
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